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ABSTRACT

The chatbot is one of the increasing number applications in the era of conversational series. It is a 
virtual application that can efficiently interact with any human being using the deep natural language 
processing skills. In NLP, for chatbot application, the various techniques needed for chatbot using NLTK 
tool are explained and implemented. The process of converting the text to numerical value is called text 
embedding. In NLTK tool, various text embedding tools are available such as TF-IDF vectorization and 
bag of words. Deep NLP is an efficient way to implement the chatbot. Thus the chatbot is implemented 
with sequence-to-sequence networks.
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INTRODUCTION

The Chatbot’s are one of the applications which are growing in the era of conversational series. It is a 
virtual application which can efficiently interact with any human being using the Deep Natural language 
processing skills. The reality of Chatbots is the integration of machine learning technique where the 
data is trained to build a relatable model. The proficiency with chatbots is its ability to understand the 
queries to provide quick and relevant response to the users. Its instantaneous adroitness pertaining to 
messaging framework augments the efficiency of service multifariously. The construction of a chatbot 
application can be easily implemented due to its autonomist nature that accelerates quick responses. The 
natural language processing is categorised into classical and deep learning models, where the former 
is a set of tools and techniques which enable the computer machine to learn and understand the natural 
linguistic language such as text and voice of the humans. The tools and techniques that are used are 
machine translation, text summarization, information retrieval and multilingual cross language infor-
mation retrieval etc. but there is certain limitation in the classical natural language processing system, 
where it will not train huge amount of online social media data for chatbot application. Thus, the clas-
sical natural language processing system is taking a backseat, with more migrative utilization towards 
the Deep Natural language processing system. Deep Neural network which has multiple hidden layers 
aids in training the deep expressive data and renders good result. The deep NLP is the combination of 
deep learning and Natural language processing system where the former comprises of if-else rules, 
Audio frequency component analysis (Speech recognition), Bag of words of model (Classification) and 
Convolution neural network for text recognition (text classification).

The deep NLP holds an end-to-end deep learning model, and applies the deep neural network ar-
chitecture with various deep learning algorithms for classifying the text-based inputs from the neural 
network. Some of the stratifications of these algorithms are logistic regression, linear regression, Naïve 
Bayes, random forest, support vector machine and passive aggressive classifier.

The deep NLP is categorised into different word embedding techniques for converting the words or 
text in to Numerical vector The word or text which is generated by the human being can be converted 
to a numerical vector space, to be subsequently fed into the deep neural network architecture. Once the 
completion of text vectorization is done, the weighted data is applied to deep neural network. Some of 
the models used in this process are Bag of words, binary encoding, TF-IDF vectorization.

The various deep neural network frameworks are elaborately detailed through the recurrent neural 
network architecture, sequence to sequence architecture, convolution neural network architecture, gated 
recurrent neural network and contextual LSTM architecture. Recurrent Neural Network (RNN) is a fam-
ily of neural networks,that generates the output of the previous layer to be passed as input to the current 
layer. Sequence to sequence model is a derivation of the RNN. Convolution neural network is a most 
efficient model to recognize the image of the text, and gated neural network allows the network to find 
the increment of layers. The Contextual LSTM is used to learn the context of text and to understand the 
sematic of the text entailed.

All the above content which gives an explanation to implement the Chatbot application hold lesser 
reference to the data pre-processing techniques for developing the chatbot application. Thus, some of the 
techniques that requires further exploration for adequate cognizance to effectively delve into the chatbot 
data pre-processing are tokenization, lemmatization, stemming and stop word removal. The sequence-
to-sequence model is a dialog and machine translation system which comprises of two recurrent neural 
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